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THE FINE ART OF PREPARATION,
INCLUDING DRAFTING REQUESTS FOR
PROPOSAL AND LETTERS OF INTENT
#Z+JN)PDINBO%BWJE-JFCNBO 4*03

I

t is often said that our practice as
real estate professionals is more art
than science. This is most appropriate
in drafting both letters of intent and
SFRVFTUT GPS QSPQPTBM GPS CPUI CVZFS
and tenant clients. In fact, the time
invested in careful and focused drafting
of these documents will pay dividends,
TUSFBNMJOJOH UIF OFHPUJBUJPOT BOE ˌOBM
USBOTBDUJPO " GFX TJNQMF  CVU FˋFDUJWF 
QPJOUTUPDPOTJEFSBSF

1. 4QBDF 1MBOOJOH $IFDLMJTUT #FGPSF
any drafting occurs, we have found it
extremely helpful to prepare a space
planning checklist based on your client’s
input. Rule one when representing a
UFOBOU PS CVZFS JT UP VOEFSTUBOE BOE
RVBMJGZ  UIF DMJFOUnT TQBDF SFRVJSFNFOU 
so you consider the right properties and
OPU XBTUF UJNF PS FˋPSU PO QVSTVJOH
properties that should have been
EJTRVBMJˌFE FBSMJFS 5IJT XJMM TBWF UJNF 
FˋPSU  BOE DPOGVTJPO  FOTVSJOH UIBU ZPV
are moving forward with the client in
B KPJOU FˋPSU UP BDIJFWF UIF JEFOUJˌFE
goals. What’s more, this space planning
process often uncovers many aspects
of occupancy that the client has not
previously considered.
2. *ODMVEF BOE *EFOUJGZ "MM "QQSPQSJBUF
%FBEMJOFT 5IPVHI UFSNT NBZ WBSZ JO
ZPVS TJNQMF MFUUFS PG JOUFOU PS SFRVFTU
for proposals, be sure to identify all
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OFDFTTBSZ EFBEMJOFT *T ˌOBODJOH
SFRVJSFE GPS B QSPQFSUZ QVSDIBTF  *T
NVOJDJQBM BQQSPWBM SFRVJSFE QSJPS UP
DMPTJOH PS B UFOBOU UBLJOH PDDVQBODZ 
When does your client’s present lease
UFSN FYQJSF  #F WJHJMBOU UP JODMVEF BOE
identify all applicable contingencies and
deadlines for your client.
3. "HSFFNFOUT UP "HSFF ,FFQ UIFN
that way! Be sure to maintain the nonbinding nature of the letter in these
ˌSTUSPVOEQSPQPTBMT"UUIFTBNFUJNF 
provide enough detail to ensure that the
client is fully protected and so that the
negotiation addresses the features and
amenities the client seeks in the renewal,
new lease, or purchase contract.
4. 1PUFOUJBMMZ #JOEJOH 5FSNT JO -0*nT
3'1nT 1SPWJTJPOT GPS DPOˌEFOUJBMJUZ PG
negotiations, exclusivity of negotiations,
and other binding terms should be
considered and perhaps included.
This serves to encourage meaningful
negotiations between the parties and
DSFBUFBIJFSBSDIZPGUFSNT FTTFOUJBMWT
UISPXBXBZ BTOFHPUJBUJPOTQSPDFFE
5. ,OPX5IF.BSLFU #F5)&"EWPDBUF
"T UIF NBSLFU DPOEJUJPOT DIBOHF  ZPV
should have a sense of what is, or is not,
obtainable. In this way, you will manage
your client’s expectations, both upward
or downward.

6. "OUJDJQBUF 5IF 1BSUJFTn #FTU
0VUDPNFT " SFBMJTUJD BQQSPBDI UP UIF
USBOTBDUJPO JT DSJUJDBM 3FRVFTUT GPS
proposals are your buyer or tenant’s
wish list, but if the list is too long or too
detailed for a relatively small deal, you
may discourage property owners from
SFTQPOEJOHBUBMM(PPESFRVFTUTMFBEUP
good proposals, good proposals lead to
better working relationships, leases, and
purchase and sale contracts, which lead
to better projects and closing outcomes.
7. 8IP%SBGUTUIF-0*#SPLFSPS"UUPSOFZ
PS #PUI  8IJMF UIFTF EPDVNFOUT BSF
usually non-binding, brokers are not
attorneys. Sometimes a broker-drafted
letter of intent can create problems for
the purchaser or tenant down the road.
Your client’s lawyer should be involved
in the drafting process for both letters
PG JOUFOU BOE SFRVFTUT GPS QSPQPTBMT
"T B GBMMCBDL  B CSJFG SFWJFX PG ZPVS
ESBGU MFUUFS PS SFRVFTU CZ UIF BUUPSOFZ
may save both time and money, when
OFHPUJBUJOH UIF MFBTF PS ˌOBM QVSDIBTF
and sale agreement.
5IF SJHIU MFUUFS PG JOUFOU PS SFRVFTU
for proposals is the cornerstone to a
TBUJTGBDUPSZ USBOTBDUJPO 4UBSU PO ˌSN
ground, and the odds are that this will
launch your transaction in the right
direction.

